Intelligence Information Cable

WARNING NOTICE
SENSITIVE INTELLIGENCE SOURCES AND METHODS INVOLVED

COUNTRY: ARGENTINA

SUBJECT: PREPARATIONS BY THE FEDERAL POLICE FOR A RAID DESIGNED TO DESTROY THE NORTH-NORTH REGIONAL COMMITTEE OF THE REVOLUTIONARY WORKERS' PARTY

SUMMARY: THE ARGENTINE FEDERAL POLICE ARE MAKING PREPARATIONS FOR A LARGE-SCALE RAID AGAINST THE NORTH-NORTH REGION OF THE PRT, WHICH ENCOMPASSES THE INDUSTRIAL BELT IN NORTHERN BUENOS AIRES PROVINCE ALONG THE SECRET
PARANA RIVER. THE FEDERAL POLICE HAVE IDENTIFIED BY TRUE
NAME, ALIAS OR PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION MOST OF THE 29 PRT
AND PEOPLE'S REVOLUTIONARY ARMY (ERP) LEADERS IN THE AREA.
INVESTIGATIVE TEAMS HAVE BEEN SENT TO THIS ZONE IN AN
ATTEMPT TO LOCATE THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED. AS SOON
AS 50 PER CENT OF THEM HAVE BEEN LOCATED, THE RAID WILL BE
CARRIED OUT, END SUMMARY.

1. ( [ ] ) COMMENT: JUAN CARLOS CORDISCO WAS
THE LABOR FRONT LEADER IN THE NORTHEAST REGIONAL UNTIL HIS
ARREST BY ARGENTINE FEDERAL POLICE IN CHACO PROVINCE IN EARLY
NOVEMBER 1974, [ ] [ ]

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

THE FEDERAL POLICE ARREST TEN
PRT/ERP MEMBERS AND 21 PROBATIONARY MEMBERS IN THE NORTHEAST
REGIONAL, WHICH HAS PRACTICALLY DISMANTLED THIS PRT/ERP UNIT.
CORDISCO WAS PERMANENTLY ASSIGNED TO THE NORTH-NORTH
REGIONAL UNTIL MARCH 1974 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

SECRET
IS ABLE TO LOCATE AT LEAST 50 PER CENT OF THE LISTED
INDIVIDUALS, THE ENTIRE DEPARTMENT OF INDICTMENTS WITHIN
THE FEDERAL POLICE WILL BE MOBILIZED TO MAKE MASS ARRESTS.
AT LEAST THREE LEADERS OF THE PRT/ERP IN THIS AREA ARE SLATED
FOR SECRET DETENTION AND INTERROGATION.

4. THE FOLLOWING AS PRT/ERP MEMBERS
OF THE NORTH-NORTH REGIONAL COMMITTEE.

A. ALIAS "JUAN MADEIRA," POLITICAL LEADER OF THE
NORTH-NORTH REGIONAL COMMITTEE AND, THUS, THE HIGHEST RANKING
LEADER IN THE AREA. "JUAN MADEIRA" IS
A NATIONAL-LEVEL PRT LEADER.

B. ANA MARIA MOREIRA, ALIAS "CELIA," MILITARY
(ERP) LEADER OF THE REGIONAL COMMITTEE.

C. ALIAS "TOTO," ERP LEADER OF THE SAN NICOLAS ZONE
OF THE NORTH-NORTH REGIONAL COMMITTEE. "TOTO" PARTICIPATED
IN THE ABDUCTION OF ERIC BREUSS, AN ACINDAR EXECUTIVE.
BREUSS WAS BEING HELD IN A PEOPLE'S JAIL IN ROSARIO. (COMMENT: BREUSS WAS RECENTLY RELEASED BY THE ERP.)
COMMENT: MOREIRA AND "TOTO" ARE SLATED FOR SECRET DETENTION
AND INTERROGATION, THE FEDERAL POLICE ARE ESPECIALLY
SECRET
INTERESTED IN THE INTERROGATION OF "TOTO," SINCE IT IS
BELIEVED THAT HE CAN IDENTIFY A POLICE INFORMANT IN THE
SAN NICOLAS OFFICE OF THE FEDERAL POLICE, WHOSE EXISTENCE
BUT NOT IDENTITY IS KNOWN BY CORDISCO. THE POLICE INFORMANT
IS THE THIRD INDIVIDUAL WHO IS TO BE SECRETLY DETAINED.

D. ALIAS "LUIS," ERP CHIEF OF THE BARADERO-SAN PEDRO
ZONE OF THE NORTH-NORTH REGIONAL COMMITTEE.

E. JOSE LUIS MENENDEZ, ALIAS "LUCIO,"
FINANCIAL SECRETARY FOR THE NORTH-NORTH REGIONAL COMMITTEE.
HE IS A PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT AND AN ELECTED MUNICIPAL COUNSELOR
IN BARADERO FOR THE POPULAR PARTY (PP). (COMMENT:
THE PP IS A SMALL REGIONAL PARTY WHICH WAS FORMED TO PRESENT
CANDIDATES FOR MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS. THE PP IS A PRT FRONT.)

F. ISIDRO KUPERSMITH, ALIAS "INDIO," LEGAL
SECRETARY FOR THE REGIONAL COMMITTEE. HE IS DIRECTLY
RESPONSIBLE TO THE NATIONAL LEGAL COMMISSION OF THE PRT.
(SOURCE COMMENT: THE NATIONAL LEGAL COMMISSION IS RESPONSIBLE
FOR DIRECTING THE ANTI-IMPERIALIST FRONT FOR SOCIALISM (FAS).
KUPERSMITH IS THEREFORE THE FAS LEADER FOR THE REGION.)

G. ALIAS "TITO," PROPAGANDA LEADER OF THE SAN NICOLAS
SECRET
ZONE.

H. ALIAS "RAUL" OR "AMARILLO," ERP LEADER FOR PERTAMINO AND VILLA CONSTITUCION. HIS WIFE, ALIAS "ELENA," IS A MEMBER OF THE ZONE'S PROPAGANDA FRONT.

I. ALIAS "JORGE" OR "NICOLETTI" OR "NICOLAU," LABOR LEADER FOR THE REGIONAL COMMITTEE. HIS WIFE, "MARTA," A
27 YEAR-OLD PSYCHOLIGIST, IS A MEMBER OF THE LABOR FRONT.
J. JUAN ENRIQUE C R E L L I, ALIAS "TIBURON,"
DEPUTY POLITICAL LEADER OF THE NORTH-NORTH REGIONAL COMMITTEE.
K. ALIAS "SILVIO" OR "CAPOICUL," A MEMBER OF A MILITARY
TEAM. HE PARTICIPATED IN THE ERP ATTACK ON THE 861 REGIMENT
IN JANUARY 1974 AND THE MURDER OF ERNIE EXECUTIVE VICTOR
S A M U E L S O N.
L. C O R D I S C O R N I O, ALIAS "CACHO" OR "JUZAG" AND A COUSIN OF JUAN CARLOS CORDISCO.
M. ALIAS "CHITO," BROTHER IN LAW TO "CACHO"
CORDISCO.
N. JOSE ALBERTO R E T A M & R. ALIAS "JOSE," WHO CONDUCTS PEOPLE'S UNITS FOR THE ERP. AS DOES ALIAS
"CARLOS."
O. JULIO CESAR C A R C 3 A, ALIAS "EL COLORADO," A
MEMBER OF THE ERP APPARAT IN SAN NICOLAS AND CURARAS.
CORDISCO CONSIDERS GARCIA AS AN IMPORTANT MILITARY ACTIVIST.
P. ALIAS "ALBERTO," FORMER REGIONAL POLITICAL LEADER
WHO IS NOW A MEMBER OF THE REVOLUTIONARY COORDINATING JUNTA
(JCR). "ALBERTO" IS A FORMER LAW STUDENT AT THE UNIVERSITY
S E C E T.
OF BUENOS AIRES. [REDACTED] COMMENT: THE JCR IS AN ERP-SPONSORED UNIT DESIGNED TO COORDINATE REVOLUTIONARY STRUGGLE IN THE SOUTHERN CONE OF SOUTH AMERICA. THE JCR HAS REPRESENTATIVES FROM TERRORIST ORGANIZATIONS IN BOLIVIA, CHILE AND URUGUAY IN ADDITION TO THE ERP REPRESENTATION.

Q. ALIAS "ALICIA," "ALBERTO'S WIFE. SHE WAS FORMERLY THE FINANCIAL SECRETARY FOR THE REGIONAL COMMITTEE AND IS NOW BELIEVED TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL FINANCE COMMITTEE.


S. ALIAS "GUZMAN," AN ERP MEMBER IN SAN NICOLAS.

T. JOSE MANUEL G O N C A L V E Z LOPEZ, ALIAS "EL PORTUGUÉS," WHO IS A BRAZILIAN NATIONAL. HE IS NOW ATTACHED TO...

SECRET
TO ONE OF THE FOUR ERP COMPANIES,

U. ALIAS "NEGRO," AN ERP LEADER OF THE ZARATE ZONE.

V. ALIAS "BIGOTE," SECOND IN COMMAND TO "NEGRO" IN THE
ZARATE ZONE.

W. JOSE MARIA MOLINAS, ALIAS "JOSEMA," FORMERLY
THE LEADER OF THE SOUTH ZONE OF THE NORTH-NORTH REGIONAL
COMMITTEE. HE WAS KILLED IN CATAMARCA IN AUGUST 1974.

X. [REDACTED] TWO LAWYERS WHO WORK WITH THE PRT
IN SAN NICOLAS. THE MOST ACTIVE IS HUGO LIMA, NEPHEW OF
VICENTE SOLANO LIMA, FORMER SECRETARY GENERAL OF THE
PRESIDENCY AND RECTOR OF THE UNIVERSITY OF BUENOS AIRES. THE
SECOND ONE IS GIL (PAU).
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